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Extract from catalogue 9.0 
PAX - products daily undergo the toughest tests

We constantly work on improving our 
products so you can rely on your equipment. 

For more than 20 years it has been a well-known fact in this industry that 
PAX - products always stand for state-of-the-art innovations and the highest product quality. 
Thanks to the latest technologies, practical experience and the close contact to our customers, 
in particular via social networks, each of our products features the highest degree of innovation. 
This can be found in the shapes, colours, materials, as well as safety and care properties of all 
PAX - products. We are satisfied only if you are fully pleased with your PAX - product. 
We are proud to present to you a variety of our ingenious innovations as mature products 
proven in practice.

We remain at your disposal for any kind of suggestions and criticism at any time and are thankful 
for your constructive feedback. With our production site in Poland we are well positioned for the 
future and will continue investing in this location. The proximity and the long-term cooperation 
with the local colleagues are a guarantor for our quality. 
In order to meet the increased requirements of our products we have adopted the expertise of new 
manufacturing technologies and gained experiences from long-term tests prior to launching a new 
product. As usual we included the results of many tests into the products which had to meet our 
extremely high standards. 
The PAX-quality for us is an asset that has to be retained. We constantly make an effort to develop 
and purchase our materials according to the highest requirements. Here we still rely on our suppliers 
of the early years whom we developed many great innovations with.

“ The common experience within the rescue service and 
our highest requirement of quality are the basics for the 
practise-oriented design of all PAX-products.“

Andreas Harms & Thomas Busch  
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Great ideas were implemented with simple means...

 
...in this garage in Northern Germany!

The  - Story
It all started in the early 1990s in a small garage owned 
by Andreas Harms parents. In this remote place in the 
middle of nowhere Andreas manufactured the first 
PAX backpack with his very own hands. 
In 1994 the first Wasserkuppe (The Koup) emergency 
backpack left this garage. Many of our first customers 
still purchase our products and trust in our quality 
and service. 

- Bags: 

Always by your side 

for over 20 years 

You are there when the going gets tough. You are there when people get hurt. 
You rush to places when others run away. PAX bags are always at your side. 
At accident sites, disaster operations and other crisis areas. 
Since 1997 we at PAX have been making high quality and innovative rescue 
products. We make sure that both material and workmanship are of the highest 
quality. In short: We are only happy if our PAX bags are both indestructible and 
convenient. Before delivering a PAX product, we perform extensive tests to make 
sure that it meets PAX quality benchmarks. Our test procedures and practical 
tests are designed to meet the highest standards.

... - 1998

... - 2004

... - 2010

... - 2018

2016 - ...
2019 - ...

 Winner Good Design Award Chicago Athenaeum P5/11
 

 Red Dot Design Award P5/11

 German Brand Award 2016 health & medicine Marke PAX
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Small-volume production 
For many years we have been working together with our 
collegues at our production site in Poland to guarantee 
the highest quality possible. 

Big-volume production
For more than 15 years our Vietnamese partners have 
been working for the PAX- quality with their dedication 
to every little detail.

it‘s all about performance
“Let us know what we can do for you!“

Development
Our research and product management counts several 
people who succesfully design our products with our R&D 
customers in the field. We all are dedicated to design the 
best product available on a case-by-case basis.

Manufactory
With our colleagues in the manufactouring we implement 
the very special customer wishes and check the feasibilty 
of our R&D team.
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NEW

PAX in the new design
You know our motto: “it‘s all about performance“. 
And we take this seriously. Our bags and backpacks are 
made to help you in your work out there. For us, it means 
to become better and better. For the PAX bags in the new 
design, we put a lot of time, our heart and soul into testing, 
research and development. 
At first, we asked ourselves: What new technologies 
and materials are suitable for our high demands? 
How can we continue to optimize functionality and 
design? Then we sent the prototypes to your rescue and 
fire services on the road. With the help of your feedback 
our new PAX bags were created and we began to 
produce them in series. 
You can see the results on the following catalogue pages.

Maximum visibility
Wide surfaces for reflective material increase 
your visibility and safety.

Contemporary design
We constantly improve the design, functionality
and comfortability of our products.

Easy to clean
Cleaning and disinfecting are simple and 
effective thanks to welded seams.

Low weight
The bag’s minimal weight gives
 your back a rest. 

The four main advantages of the PAX bags and backpacks 
of the new design can be summarized as “light, visible, 
well-designed and easy-to-clean“. 
Of course, the inner designs are just as important for us. 
Well-thought-out equipment and functionality make your 
work comfortable and safe.

NEW
Low weight

On the whole, backpacks offered on the market are now lighter. 
For this purpose we have optimized the design and used new materials and manufacturing 
technologies. State-of-the-art welding and printing technologies allow us to avoid many seams. 
This makes the backpacks lighter and easier to clean.

Lightweight design
Pioneered by aircraft construction and used in PAX - products. 
To reinforce our backpacks, we use perforated panels and thinner, but firmer 
foam. The stability remains the same, but the weight decreases.
We took a lot of little and big steps to save as much weight as possible. 
In comparison with our former design we saved up to 38% of weight, 
in materials without compromising the sustainability of our products.

RIP
TEC

New light material 
We increasingly use PAX-Rip Tec. Compared to PAX-Plan and PAX-Tec materials, 
it weighs significantly less. At the same time, PAX-Rip Tec has a 
tremendous abrasion resistance and a very smooth surface.
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Maximum visibility
NEW

Silver and fluorescent yellow
On the front, we combine the silver-coloured reflection 
elements with fluorescent yellow. The reflection is brilliant 
and provides extra security in foggy conditions.

Model EN ISO 20471
All separated reflective strips correspond to
EN ISO 20471* for highly-visible reflective clothing.

Triangle on the backside
Our PAX triangle on the backside is now printed or glued in highly-reflective 
silver. It is easy to clean and based on EN ISO 20417*.

*We are in accordance with the EN ISO 20417 standards. Unfortunately,
the legistation does not currently stipulate, that bags and backpacks can
be certified in accordance with this standard.

Highly-reflecting material 
All PAX bags now have reflection strips with even 
better retro-reflection. The strips and elements are thermally 
glued, welded or printed in a high-frequency process. 
This process ensures seamless processing. 
This also makes it easier to clean 
the backpack.
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NEW
Contemporary design

NEW
Easy to clean

Functional 
Our new shoulder straps are furnished with a flap to make 
them easier to replace. Fluorescent yellow and reflective 
elements as well as extra strong padding make our 
shoulder straps lightweight, modern and comfortable. 
While very easy to clean, they can be replaced 
without much effort.

More comfortable
Our standard rucksacks from the “Wasserkuppe” and 
“Berlin” as well the “Feldberg” collections come with 
integrated back padding, which adjusts to the 
spinal column. 
Our bags have a new handle, where two straps are 
brought together, which balances out the weight 
when grasped in the hand.

Modern design
We find that a cool design fits perfectly with the 
highest quality of PAX. What can we say, simply take 
a look in the catalogue!

Welded and printed
We focused on other industries. The car manufacturing 
industry for example has been using gluing and welding 
techniques for a long time. Our reflective materials are 
printed and thermally stuck together with the material. 
The perfecting of this process for our materials has been 
conducted together with 3M over a long period of time. 
Less seams means less weight. 
We weld surfaces together. We invested a lot into machi-
nery for this high frequency procedure. We hereby save 
weight and cleaning is much easier due to the smooth 
surface. Likewise, our inside pockets are 
welded for easier cleaning.

Yellow strips
Our new design offers your personal inscription a jazzy 
background, because the bar on the front worked into 
the design creates space for your inscription. 
You can find more about this in the 
“Worth knowing“ section.

PAX Easy Zip-it’s
We bid farewell to our textured PAX Easy Zip-it’s 
and developed our own injection-moulded zipper 
extensions. The closed surface of this extension 
simplifies cleaning and disinfecting and as a result, 
reduces the time spent on extra work.
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New Design 
• Fewer seams make the 
cleaning much easier.

NEW

Pack it appropriately! 
   
You can customize your inner pocket configuration 
for your PAX The Koup backpacks. Select from various 
pre-defined sets.

NEW

Ref.-No.  20005 .. ..

PAX The Koup L
This basic model of the tried and tested The Koup 
series can be organised variably and clearly. It is suitable 
as a 2-backpack system and can optionally be ordered 
with a transparent pocket set and / or a center panel.

 57x42x23    2,54

08  

P
 

01  07

TEC  
PRO    POS    

       
 PAX 4 Module Set and 5 Module Set

These welded inside pockets are compatible with many of our 
products. Even without hook and loop areas, they can be used 
as small packaging units, thus providing a clear overview. All the 
inside pockets have a label holder, which is accessible from the 
inside. A seal can be attached to the 2 zip fasteners on each bag. 
We offer inside pockets in 5 different sizes and 6 different colours.

PTEX   Materialcode: 32 PAX-PureTex

Art.-No.:  Module Set - welded S M L FT KT

01
13036 
.. .. PAX 4 Module Set - welded 2x 2x

02
13037 
.. .. PAX 5 Module Set - welded 2x 2x 1x

PAX Inner pouch 
size S - welded

 8x15x8    0,05  

PAX Inner pouch 
size L - welded

 15x30x8    0,11    

PAX Inner pouch 
size M - welded

 15x17x8    0,08  

PAX Inner pouch 
size FT - welded

 18x23x8    0,11   

PAX Inner pouch 
size KT - welded

 8x43x8    0,90  

PAX 4 Module Set

PAX 5 Module Set

Examples of equipment: 
PAX The Koup backpack 
with inner pouches set 
1 and 2 and centre panel.
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NEW NEW
The choice is yours ... 
... if you like to have a partition in the middle, 
you can choose the right one for your purpose. 
You decide what kind of inner pockets are the best 
for you and your backpack.

Examples of equipment: 
PAX The Koup backpack 
with Set 1 in lid & Set 2 
in corpus.

Examples of equipment: 
PAX The Koup backpack 
with Set 1.

Examples of equipment: 
PAX The Koup backpack 
with inner pouches set 1 and centre 
panel.

Examples of equipment: 
PAX The Koup backpack 
with inner pouches set 2 and centre 
panel.

Examples of equipment: 
PAX The Koup backpack 
with Set 2.

...if you may need a little more
Our The Koup backpack is available without inside 
pockets and centre panel. You can configure your 
desired backpack here.

Centre panel for infusion/intubation
The equipment for intubation is housed and protected in the centre panel. 
Once opened, everything is well-organised and visible right in front of you.

Ref.-No.  20626 .. ..

PAX The Koup Center Panel Infusion / Intubation

 48x34x7    1,60

10

TEC
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PRO    POS    

       

Ref.-No.  20019 .. ..

PAX The Koup L - ST - FT2
Your all in backpack. Built to fit your departments needs. 
With two front pockets compatible with the PAX-organizing 
system, two small and one large side pocket. 
It can optionally be ordered with a transparent 
pocket set and / or a center panel.

 57x53,5x33    3,45

08  

P
 

01  07

TEC  

The PAX-Organizing System
In order to show which inner pouch or module (e.g. 
intubation XL or ampoule holder XL) fit into our emergency 
backpacks or into the emergency bags of the „Professional 
line“, we added the POS symbol (PAX-Organizing System) 
to these modules or inner pouches.

The PAX Center Panel
Here you can see an example of the PAX The Koup with 
an open center panel. You can add the center panel to 
your backpack as described on the previous pages. 
Thus you can organize your fillings perfectly. You can also 
add the inside pocket sets shown above.

PAX The Koup L-ST-FT2 with centre panel 
and innerpouches Set 1.

PAX The Koup L-ST-FT2 with centre panel 
and innerpouches Set 2.
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RIP
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PRO    

   

PRO    

   

Ref.-No.  243804501

PAX Flight Medic M
The PAX rescue backpack with top 
grip can be used even in the tightest 
spaces, including helicopter or 
mountain rescues. You have direct 
access to the diagnostic compart-
ment without having to open the 
backpack.

 59x35,5x26,5    1,95

01  

RIP
TEC    

Ref.-No.  245944501

PAX Flight Medic L
The PAX emergency backpack is for 
tight spaces and offers best possible 
access. You do not need to 
completely open the backpack. 
We also gave it a side pocket 
and quick access to diagnostics.
 

 59x51x25    2,22

01  

RIP
TEC     

New material 
• Smooth surface, extremely abrasion-resistant and still 
particularly lightweight!
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Ref.-No.  132530101

PAX Patrol Bag S
Emergency backpack for ski slope rescue and mountain 
rescue. The hip-wings are made of bright yellow reflective 
material to take personal belongings as well as radios etc. 
A loop holds the radio and a closable exit for the 
antenna is installed. You mount the skies with 
the easy to use magnet clips. 
A front pouch for the avalanche shovel and probe are 
provided as well as an extra compartment for personal 
equipment besides the main compartment 
for medical equipment.

 45x30x15    2,00

01  

D

PRO    02
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Ref.-No.  20062 .. ..

PAX The Emergency Responder
BLS compact emergency bag accommodates the basic 
equipment for first aid. Side pockets for dressings, a top 
pocket and also many loops in the inner compartments, 
which is protected by the zippers. Slip-in pockets and 
loops at the front for rapid access.

 25,5x40x22    0,98

01  07  08  09

P    

01  07  

D

 

SEG    PRI    

Ref.-No.  20065 .. ..

PAX Oldenburg
Padded emergency bag with space for a large amount 
of basic equipment. Adjustable interior partitions, large 
side and front pockets and 2x inner pouch „M“. The front 
pocket is designed for storing intravenous drip accessories 
incl. drips. The pocket on the back is suited for intubation 
accessories incl. endo-tubes in a tube compartment. 

 32,5x58,5x36,5    1,90

08  

P
 

01  

TEC  

PRO    SEG    POS
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Ref.-No.  20066 .. ..

PAX The Den
Emergency bag for professional use. The internal compart-
ments are variable in size, the front and back pockets can 
hold the intravenous drip XL, intubation XL, ampoule holder 
- L or XL modules. The ampoule holder - XS and S fits into 
the side pocket. Quick access top pocket with two-way 
zip. Alternatively, the loop and partition divider of the large 
bag can be used. Comes with Comfort shoulder strap and 
2x Inner Pouch „M“.

 38x60x38    3,00

08  

P
 

01  07

TEC  

PRO    SEG    POS

      

Ref.-No.  20067 .. ..

PAX The Gladdy
Emergency bag for professional use. The internal compart-
ments are variable in size, the front and back pockets can 
hold the intravenous drip XL, intubation XL, ampoule holder 
L and XL modules. Alternatively, the loop and partition 
divider of the large bag can be used. The ampoule holder 
- XS and S fit into the side pocket. Quick access top 
pocket with two-way zip. Comes with Comfort shoulder 
strap and 2x inner pouch „FT“.

 38x74x35    3,56

08  

P
 

01  

TEC  

PRO    SEG    POS    
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Ref.-No.  217600303 

PAX Emergency bag GP
Compact emergency bag with different sections according to kind of treatment: 
Securing of the airways incl. space for fixing an oxygen cylinder or securing of 
blood circulation with the option to place an AED inside. 
The covers open to the sides. This clearly arranged bag is accessed from 
the top. Shoulder and backpack straps are included.

 28x56x32    2,94

03  

TEC    

PRO    

            

Ba
gs
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Ref.-No.  102001103

PAX Spineboard-harness system
Fixation system with hook & loop straps. Yellow reflective 
straps on the shoulder straps. Coloured marking of the 
transverse belts. Including transport bag.

 0,65

03  

Gurt-
band

Ref.-No.  100580207

PAX Spineboard accessory bag
Bag for storing agents, as well as splint and stabilisation 
materials. Can be fixed directly to the board 
by means of a strap.

 25x57x10    1,50

07  

P

PRO          

      

Ba
gs
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Ref.-No.  22437 .. ..

PAX Pro Series ampoule kit 
narcotic substances 9
Narcotic substances are safely packed and quickly 
accessible. Suitable for different ampoule sizes and 
different configurations with see-through field for the 
content list. It can be fixed by means of a belt loop 
or by the optional PAX Lock-system.

 14x14x5    0,16

08  

P
 

01

TEC  

Ref.-No.  23257 .. ..

PAX Pro Series ampoule kit 
narcotic substances 5
The drugs are safely fixed to the belt. This ampoule 
case offers space for five 2 ml ampoules. 
It can be fixed by means of the belt loop or the 
optional PAX Lock-system.

 9x13,5x6    0,11

08  

P
 

01

TEC  
PRO       LOCK SYSTEM          

      
PRO       LOCK SYSTEM          
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NEW

New design 
• The yellow elements are printed
on the handles. This reduces weight and feels better
in your hand.

Ref.-No.  20107 .. ..

PAX Pharmacy Module M
Pharmacy Module specially designed for the front 
pocket of the Berlin emergency backpacks.

 22x29x7,5    0,50

08

P

01 07

TEC

PRO

Ref.-No.  20091 .. ..

PAX Pharmacy Module S
Slightly larger version for the outside 
pockets of professional emergency 
bags. Foam lined all around to 
prevent breakages. See-through 
field on the lid for a content list or 
similar. Central partition with loops 
for syringes and cannulas. Space for 
e.g. 36x 1-2 ml ampoules, 10x 5 ml 
ampoules and 10x 10 ml ampoules.

 11,5x23,5x10,5     0,45

08

P

01 07

TEC

PRO

Ref.-No.  20090 .. ..

PAX Pharmacy Module XS
Foam lining all around to prevent breakages. See-through 
field on the lid for a content list or similar. 
Central partition with loops for syringes and cannulas. 
Space for e.g. 24x 1-2 ml ampoules, 5x 5 ml ampoules 
and 5x 10 ml ampoules. Fits into the outer pockets of 
the emergency bags marked with PRO.

 12,5x17,5x10    0,33

08

P

01 07

TEC

PRO
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Ref.-No.  20094 .. ..

PAX Pharmacy Module XL
The XL size ampoule holder provides space for up to 75x 
1-2ml ampoules, 25x 5ml ampoules, 16x 10ml ampoules 
and up to 8 injection ampoules. Central partition with 
loops and spacious transparent pockets for syringes, 
cannulas and packaged medicines, such as suppositories. 
An expansion kit XL is also available for this model.

 23x33x9,5    0,80

08  

P
 

01  07

TEC  

PRO             

      

Ref.-No.  20092 .. ..

PAX Pharmacy Module L
Foam lined all around to prevent breakages. Fitted 
with additional plastic panels in the bottom and lid. 
See-through field on the lid for a content list or similar. 
Central partition with loops and spacious compartments 
for syringes, cannulas and medicines. 
The ampoule loops can hold e.g. 40x 1-2 ml ampoules, 
12x 5 ml ampoules, 10x 10 ml ampoules and up to 5 
injection ampoules.

 25x26x9,5    0,70

08  

P
 

01  07
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PRO             
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Ref.-No.  20188 .. ..

PAX Multi-Organizer incl. Clipboard
Logbook Multi-organizer in A4 format. A large number of 
insert compartments and an attachable clipboard make it 
suitable for a wide range of applications, keeping your 
run reports perfectly organized. 1x detachable clipboard; 
1x key clip.

 39x30x10    1,30

01  03  07  08  09  

P    
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Ref.-No.  118171908

PAX Rescue-Boa
The PAX Rescue-Boa makes it easier to evacuate patients 
from vehicles. It is based on the content of the PHTLS 
courses. The PAX Rescue-Boa comes with a practical 
protective bag. The detachable antibacterial blanket can 
be unwrapped and the inside filling can be used to keep 
patients warm. Incl. transport bag.

 315    0,90

08  

PES

   PRO    SEG    

Further informations: 
• Scan the QR code and view the English 
version of the PAX Rescue-Boa video tutorial
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We were asked to develop a PAX rescue bag and of 
course we had a ton of ideas. Our PAX rescue bags do 
not need Velcro, which makes them easier and safer to use 
than most similar products.

Ref.-No.  146110801

PAX rescue bag model - Air Zermatt
In order to be able to adjust the PAX rescue bags to the 
individual patient, they come with a concealed lacing 
system. A single person can use this system even in rough 
and windy weather. The conforming strap sequence and 
the PAX rescue pendants allow the patient to be carried as 
an external load. The redundant system is extremely safe. 
Vertical rescues or abseiling is also possible and permitted 
with the system. All straps and ropes can be stored safely.

 210 x 60   5,20 

01

D

Made in Germany
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PAX rescue bag 
hanging system
Safety is our number one priority here. 
That ś why we tested our PAX rescue 
bag hanging system on a resilience 
of three tons. 
To make the handling as easy 
and safe as possible the ropes are 
arranged by a colour code according 
to their entry at the PAX rescue bag.

The anti-rotation device is stored in a pocket inside the PAX rescue bag. 
If needed, it can quickly be attached via buckles. Outside pockets allow storage of 
a vacuum pump and a cervical collar. 
The concealed lacing system is operated through a zippered pocked at the lower end 
of the PAX rescue bag. By simply pulling the lace inside this pocket, the PAX rescue bag 
firmly fits the shape of the patient. When the PAX rescue pendants are not used, they 
can be stored safely in the zippered pockets on each side of the PAX rescue bag. 
This makes carrying the patient safer. The reinforced handles additionally facilitate 
the transport of the patient in difficult terrain.
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PAX Float M/L – Rollboard 
The PAX Float Repositioning Aid is available 
in two versions. 
The „M“ version is foldable and suitable for use 
in Emergency and Ambulance services. 
The cover is washable and replaceable. 
The „L“ version makes load transfer even easier, 
but more space is required for storage.

Ref.-No.  15557 
Float M - Rollboard

 85x42    1,00

01   

TEC  

Ref.-No.  15556 
Float L - Rollboard

 180x42    2,10

01   

TEC   

Made in Germany

Ref.-No.:125290209

PAX water carrier
This practical container comes in an eye-catching, high viz 
orange design e.g. for a refreshing foot bath in the summer, 
or for the small and the big thirst of our 
four-legged friends.

 28x28x17    0,26

09  

P    
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Worth knowing
In this chapter we want to show you how to use the 
catalogue. We explain the symbols used in it, the high 
quality materials we use to manufacture your PAX-
product and how easy it is to either personalize your 
PAX-product or to get your individual PAX-product. 
Further more we explain the steps your PAX-product
takes from your idea to the final product. Our customer 
care service section shows you how to get in touch with 
the PAX repair service, if neccessary or if advice for the 
right washing instruction is needed. 
For further information about all the things worth 
knowing please visit www.pax-bags.com  
There is much more to know about PAX.

Which product indications are given and what do they mean?
In this catalogue you find a selection of our product range. The indicated article number is completed by your choice of 
material and colour. Of course you can also choose your configuration in our online shop at www.pax-bags.com. 
Further useful information and hints about our products can be found in this catalogue as well as on our website.
In order to help you navigate through our latest catalogue and to have all information about your desired product 
immediately at hand, we organized the products within the categories according in the following scheme:

PRO    POS          

Article number without material- and colour code

Article name English

Article description English

Specifications: Dimensions and min. weight

The colour codes indicated at the product show the standard colours 
available from stock. Different colours are available upon request.

Specifications: Standard materials (available from stock)

Areas of use /included equipment

Article image

Ref.-No.  20019 .. ..

PAX The Koup L - ST - FT2
Your all in backpack. Built to match 
your departments needs. With two 
front pockets compatible with the 
PAX-organizing system, two small side 
pockets and one large side pocket. 
It can optionally be ordered with a 
transparent pocket set and / or a 
center panel.

 57x53,5x33    3,45

08  01  07

P  TEC

 

Symbols:

Dimensions of the product indicated in 
 centimetres, stated as height x width x depth.

The empty weight of the product in kg. 
 The weight varies according to the material, 
 the weight quoted is the minimum weight of 
 each case.
PRO This product is designed 
 for daily use.
SEG Product especially suitable for use 
 by rapid response units.
PRI Product for 
 Private use.
POS PAX Organising-System: 
 This product has one or more outer pockets, 
 each of which can hold one XL module.

LOCK SYSTEM PAX Lock-System: This product is compatible 
 with our PAX Lock-beltloop. 

Product is supplied with set 
 of inner pouches 

Product is supplied with welded set 
 of inner pouches.

Product is fully reinforced 
 and padded.

The shoulder straps of this product can be 
 removed if required (e.g. for repair).

This product comes with shoulder straps 
 included

Colour specifications:
01  01 red

03  03 black

04  04 yellow

05  05 orange

07  07 dark blue

08  08 high-viz yellow

09  09 high-viz range

10  10 grey

For further information see: www.pax-bags.com

All shown products come without filling. 
All contents shown are only for 
demonstation.
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PAX-Dura  Materialcode: 01 PAX-Plan  Materialcode: 02

PAX-Tec  Materialcode: 03 PAX-Light  Materialcode: 04

TEC RIP
TEC

PAX-Tec Plus  Materialcode: 35 PAX-Rip Tec  Materialcode: 45

Materials for long-lasting functionality

PAX-Dura: 
This material is characterised by its exceptionally high tear 
strength and abrasion resistance. Woven fabric: Polyamid 
6.6 – min. 1100dtex – waterproof PU-coating, fabric 
weight approx. 390 g/m².

PAX-Plan:
The bilaterally closed surfaces facilitate a very good 
cleaning with tarp cleaners and the effective application of 
disinfectants. Fabric: PES, min. 1000 dtex - bilateral PVC-
coating, fabric weight: approx. 650 g/m².

PAX-Tec: 
This light and one side coated material withstands the 
highest requirements and is easy to clean. Woven fabric, 
polyester, min. 750 dtex – TPUcoated on one side, fabric 
weight approx. 470 g/m².

PAX-Light: 
This quality is used for light products and inner layers. 
It‘s resistant, waterproof and desinfectable. The weight is 
between 150 and 200 g/m².

PAX-Tec Plus 
Both sides TPU coated material for our high-frequency 
welded products. Woven fabric, PES, min. 750 dtex – 
TPUcoated both sides, fabric weight approx. 600 g/m².

NEW
 PAX-Rip Tec: 

PAX-Rip Tec is our new and extremely abrasion resistant 
material, which we use for lightweight backpack solutions. 
Fabric: Polyamid with PU coating on both sides. Weight: 
246 g/m².

GARANTIE  5 instead of 2 warranty 
Despite the extra long warranty, things happen. (See the conditions of extended warranty). 
For this reason we offer you our repair service. 
Register your product under www.pax-bags.com and take advantage of easy registration, 
item administration, easier procedure during repair and save yourself further financial advantages 
and the option to receive a replacement model for the duration of repair.

 PAX-Profi-Pool
The practical development and further modification of our products is being monitored by the 
newly formed “PAX-Professional-Pool“ since June 2011. This group consists of active members of 
the emergency services, who all have their individual experience, training and voluntary 
involvement to PAX. We have always been interested in the commitment of our customers 
and the quality of our products. 

The warranty
In case you have registered your products for 
prolonged warranty, you can take advantage of the 
registration for the determining of your product and 
receive the product data from our system. Just enter the 
serial number located onto your PAX-product. In case 
you have registered for a warranty prolongation 
(see special regulations under www.pax-bags.com), 
which is free of charge for you, you will receive an 
attractive loyalty bonus of 10% on all services rendered 
by us, related to the registered products and its repair 
extent. For the repair duration we will put a replace-
ment product at your disposal, if requested. 
This way you can continue your daily work without a 
problem. The requirement of this replacement product 
has to be indicated together with the repair registration. 
We will then get in touch with you.

The PAX serial number 
You can find the serial number which is necessary for 
registration on the handle or clearly visible inside the 
product. This counts for all products of a value 
exceeding 65,00 Euro.
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Wash your bag
If you compare the cleaning of a mud splattered safari 
jeep with the cleaning of a hardly used Sunday car, the 
aha-effect with the jeep is much higher. The same applies 
to your PAX-backpacks and bags: The before and after 
effect with minimal bag-downtime will amaze you!
At www.pax-bags.com you will find all the information 
you need for your laundry day.

„For over 30 years we have been innovating trauma 
products for our military. 
We know how to build smart, affordable, compact 
and rugged gear to help our civilian EMS providers 
administer optimal patient care. From tourniquets and 
chest seals to surgical kits and Stop The Bleed packs, 
H&H Medical is committed to giving first responders 
the best opportunity to save lifes.

H&H has teamed up with PAX to introduce a new 
way of thinking when it comes to durable, innovative 
solutions to the trauma bags and gear that emergency 
responders in all settings should have access to.“

Finished washing? 
Very good, now comes care. As a first step this means 
completely drying it. Put the backpack or bag in a warm 
place. And give it time. Because of the fibre coating it’s 
not so easy for the residual humidity to  escape. Once dry, 
you can reassemble the back and side reinforcements and 
rub the zippers with an uncoloured (silicone) dry-film 
lubricant. After you have done that your PAX-product is 
clean and ready for duty once again for a long time! 
Hint: In order to remove oil spots, we recommend rubbing 
the fresh spot with a piece of butter. After a short time oil 
and butter can be removed with a little soap suds. 
Please do not use aggressive gasoline. 
It can damage the fibre coating.

Your contact: 

H&H Medical Corporation
328 McLaws Circle

Williamsburg, VA 23185

(804) 642-3663

(800) 326-5709

info@gohandh.com

H&H Medical
Corporation

H&H Medical
Corporation
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This product catalogue is valid from 05/2019. All product 
photos and colours contained therein serve only as a 
representation. Colour deviations may occur as a result of 
the printing process. Colours are not binding. To the best 
of our knowledge, the catalogue has been put together 
accurately. Errors or changes due to technical reasons in 
the interest of improvement cannot be excluded. The stated 
technical values are laboratory values and do not claim to 
be 100% correct. 
The current guarantee conditions and the current T&Cs can 
be found online at our homepage: www.pax-bags.com

All products are delivered without filling. Partially illustrated 
fillings only serve as informative purpose.

Pictorial material comes from various sources.
(shutterstock.com)    

For more than twenty years, we have been striving to 
provide you with practical and high-quality equipment to 
meet the daily requirements of the rescue services. 
The increased popularity of our products is an indication 
for us that we are doing things the right way. 
However, what we do best, in our opinion, is listening 
to our customers - that is our colleagues in action. Their 
feedback gives us an idea of what is going on with our 
products in daily use. 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our 
engaged customers and we are looking forward to 
receiving all of your feedback, which enables us to further 
develop our products. 
In our catalogue No.9.0 we present only a selection of 
our products that we are manufacturing for our customers. 
We would be delighted if you would let us know if 
something is missing from our standard product range. 
We have always been looking for improvement 
and new fields of operation. 
That ś what keeps us goin strong. 
You can find out about our latest exciting innovations, 
soon on our website.

Your PAX-Bags-Team
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